PMC
Finishing Polish

DESCRIPTION:
Presta Marine PMC Finishing Polish is an advanced all-in-one polish and swirl remover. It can be used on
gel coat, fiberglass and select painted surfaces. PMC Finishing Polish creates a rich, deep gloss and swirlfree finish in a single step after compounding.

DIRECTIONS:


Shake well before using.



Do not apply in sunlight or on warm surfaces.



Apply a 1” dab of PMC Finishing Polish for a 2’ x 2’ (.6m x .6m) section and spread with the polishing
pad. Buff at speed between 1000 to 1600 rpm. Recommended speed is 1400 rpm.



Work the buffer slowly left to right and front to back, using light to medium surface pressure, slowly
reducing pressure with subsequent passes.



Do not buff to a dry surface, if surface begins to dry, apply more product and continue to buff.



Remove residue after buffing with Express Detail, #166622 and Presta Micro Fiber Cloth, #800135.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
VOC Compliant & shop safe formula
All-in-one polish
Water-based








No silicone
Eco-friendly
Creates a rich, deep gloss
Creates a swirl-free finish
Easy to use
Easy to clean up

RECOMMENDED PAD:
For best results, use with Presta grey foam polishing pad, #890172 or blue wool polishing pad (single-sided
-#890144, double-sided -#890164).
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PMC
Finishing Polish

PACKAGE SIZES:



32 fl. oz.
1 gallon

163532
163501

PRODUCT FAQ’S:
Q1: Is PMC Finishing Polish body shop safe?
A1: PMC Finishing Polish is body shop safe and contains no silicone, wax, or fillers.

Q2: What is the main use for PMC Finishing Polish?
A2: PMC Finishing Polish is a very versatile product that creates a deep gloss and a swirl-free finish.

Q3: Can PMC Finishing Polish be used with other Presta buffing systems?
A3: Yes, PMC Finishing Polish is compatible with all Presta buffing products and systems.

Q4: How do I know what Presta pad to use with PMC Complete Compound?
A4: Presta products have a color coded banner behind the Presta logo on each bottle that matches the color
of the pad that should be chosen for use. For best results use the Presta grey foam polishing pad, #890172
or blue wool polishing pad (single-sided - #890144, double-sided - #890164).
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